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Former Gov: Frank M. Dixon.
e Baccalaureate Speaker

On Monday, July 29, Mr. Fernard Marty, one of the students
from France who will instruct in
....-.....-- ..--the newly inaugurated French
The members of Kappa DelL
Mr. Walter Mason, head of the
Pi held their last meeting for the Fine Arts Department, sponsored
gliograrn: arrived on the c m p u s .
summer quarter on Wednesday a& a musical program for the final
Mr; Marty's arrival was a pleasternoon, August 7, in the student assembly of the summer school
ant surprise to everyone, since he
lounge. M. L. Roberts, president seasicn on ~ u e s d a ymorning, AU11zd GC: bccn ~xpee:ed to zrrir;
of the society, 'called the meeting gust 6, a t 10:30 o'clock. The prountil about the first of September.
to order and turned the program gram consisted of a group of se. Mr. Marty, hoaevcr; was able to
&?t a plane reservation, ei~ablil~g An ~ n t e r - c l u b Council, corn- over to Mary Cobb, vice-president, lections played by talented visitors
]
him to arrive 'here much earlier posed of representatives from who introduced the guests, Dr. J. to the college.
Firs: of the group was Mr .Ed
than the other visiting students each of the campus organizations, H. Jones and Fernand Marty.~
has been organized, al?d the group. Mr. Marty, the student from Bo\vtes, tenor, of egoi it, who is
Some members of the Senior
has met to di~cussplans for future Fr~ricewho arrived on the cam- the gucst of the ~ e v e r e n d and
'class have asked that their thanks
diretiion of the social liIe on the pus last month, gave a very in- Mrs. E. S. Eutterlty of Jacksonbe expressed to the faculty for
campus. This Council is not to re- terzsting and informalive talk on ville. Mr. Bowles was stationed at
action taken regarding final explace the Social Committee wllich education in France. He explain- Port McClcllan for one and a half
aminations. Graduating seniors
has the d~11yof scheduling social ed Lhat under the new simplified years, and duringlhis time he was
will not have to' take any f i n a l
events, but aims instead to deter- systc:n in F r n c e , a child rnust go a frequent visitor a t the Jac1;sonmine and maintain interest in the tr, elementary school until he is vUe Methodist Church and on the
exams on senior subj&c&.And as
organizalion. The purpope of this fourteen years cld. Then he must campus. His selections were "I
they all seem to be quite nervous
Council may be stated in the fol- take an examination, and if lie Heard a Voice Calling" and "I
as graduation draws nearer, I am
passes it he rnay go into a lyctu! Walk Ecside You."
lowing tentative form:
sure it is a relief to thern not
1. T~
wider student (high school) f o r three years if he
Ann1hi.r nccom~lished singer
have to wovry about final exams.
participation ill activities.
desires fllrtl~er e d ~ r ~ a t i o nIf. he was Mrs. Peter Stam, JI., soprano.
fails, the student may go one more She \\.as accompanied by Dr. Peter
Walter Wallace
2. To stimulate better phnned
The Class Officers' Daa'ce,
year
and take the examination Stam of Whcnton College, Illinois.
programs
Clubs
orgsnizaFr~uay~ u l yHi, proved 'hbe o
Mrs. s l a m sang two groups of
again at the end af the year.
tions.
U r g success. 'Khe C l a s s presidents
11' one wishes lo teach in yrance, ~ 0 0 " s .The first group was sacred
3. To coordinate activities and
were in charge, and the theme
he must take 21 c;qmwtilive ex- L I I - . ~co~?sistedof "The Lord IS M Y
ui' rhe amorations was "The
: prevent co~lflictsand overlallpings amination for whanceto a norShep2jel.d"and "Singing". The secin club programs.
Ciypsy". T h e lead-out w a s
ma1 school. In, (fiance, as in and groLlp7 using the bird as the
Larough a gywy tent. There was
4. To encourage initiation of nmerica, there are more
theme, was "A Bird w a s a
fortune teller 011 hand through:
because teach- Br9ken Wing" and "The Sparrow
new clubs and activities as need- teachers than
ed.
uut the evening, and music was
The Veterans Club, at the reguing is one of the few learned pro- SO1lg."
furnished by the Third Regiment'
5. Togecure authority frcm the fessions in ma ce in which woMr. Fred Nader, l7i0linist of I,,
meeting on ~ u l y25, elected
Band. I h e success of the d,ance
Student C o m u l to issue charters men take part.? Mr. Marty said Anntston was accom~an)edby his new officers for the incoming
: Fernand Marty
could not be accredited to stuto new and have Power t o dis- that the preseqt teacher shortage wife in a group of two numbers- school year. Walter Wallace was
dent attendance. The attendance who will come by boat, and
continue ones that do not fuaction. in France was due to the fast that "What If It Were Today" and "The elected president and will be asarrive in late August
was small, too small; so come expected
Several meeting of the Inter- during the war no teachers were Crusader's Hymn". Mr. and Mrs. sisted in performing the executive
on, dance fans, and let's atend. or September.
C l ~ bCouncil have been held, and trained, a n d t h e fact that so many Nader are both graduates of duties of the Ve:erans Club by
On Tuesday *Orning,
-these dances!
30' discussions have been greatly in teachers left their jobs for high- Wheaton CollWe.
Donald McClellan, vice-president;
Mr.
Wated in French the favor of just such a program as er-paying ones.
John Spurlock, secretary; Sam
' f i e Veterans Club is still way advanced French 'lass the
BE
Morris, treasurer; Mrs. Sam M o Mr. Marty outlined the advan- F A C a m ME-ER
this one is. Dr. Reuben Self, Mary
out in front when it comes to be- Of his trip' His
was ground- Bett Campbell, Robert Cox, and, tages of a teacher in France. Tea- ADDED TO FINE ARTS 6TAris, reporter; Ralph Jackson, chairing the most active organization ed in Ireland for
than a M. L, Roberts drew up ths plan c h e n receive about s i x t i dollars
man of t h e social committee;
04 .the campus. ,Every Veterans day when agine
of.
o
r
g
a
n
i
a
t
h
at
a
xnacting
af
am^^
r
n
o
e
)
.
-each
rn~nt!bfir
Mr.
3.
E
:
Duncwi'will.
join'
the3anies
doncaf; chairman of the
Clhb activity has b e e n a marked ed. The
step' after leaving
success, and don't think for a Ireland was to be New(O"ndlandn t h a t committee, and their report They get a ten-weeks vacation faculty this fall as head of the program committee.
presented in the following in the summer with pay, and they instrumental department in the
Retiring
are *aton
m d u t e that this accomplishme~t but the plane was sent to Labrador was
form:
are paid for the time they miss Fine Arts Division. He is from Hand, president; ~~~~i~ Young,
came about throu'm luck or as a instead because of bad weather.
1. Regular
of the ln- because of sickness. Teaching Posi- Florence and was recently dls- vice-president;
Walter Wallace,
coincidence. I t is the result of a After a few
in
t e r - ~ l t l bcouncil to be held on;e tions are held on a competitive charged from the service where
well-ctirected' program and care.
.
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AS the month of August creeps
along, ,we await with much anticipation on the 16th antl the
time for a much needed rest.
Summer sehool has been very
long, hot, and tiring and the
forthcoming vacation is a deserved one. lh spite cif all this,
most of us will leave with &nos
-of regret, gs the -foly months of
scauoL ha% ..brought us ' mu&
closer together than we realize.
The tholight of leaving is much
happier thah the 'actual departure will be.
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Former Governor F r a n k M.
Dixon of Birmingham will deliver
the baccalaureate address to the
summer. graduates of the State
Teachers . College on Friday, August 16, at 10:00 a. m. President
Hous.on .Cole and Dean C. R.
Wood will confer B. S. degrees upon the largest graduating class
since the beginning of World War
11.
The list of graduates 1s as follows:
Mary Laurine Andersou, Milured !$blue Alderson, Garland,
d ~ f ~ o Hall,
ll
Gadsden; Vlrglnla
M a x i n e Ashburn, Jacksonville;
J o h ~ D a v ~ d Baggetl, Ashland;
dula Birdsong, Lois irene Parris~i,
riorion; lCikor~a Noss B l a c h o r l ,
l!Xie Clark Englana, Daisy Harrison, Anniston; La Vesta Eugenia
Bowling, Five Points; Thelma
L0rene Braswell,. V-on
Jcnes,
Madge. Kerr, Ophelia McLeod
Wright, Wedowee.
~ n n i eCecil Burns. John Acker
Vanderford, Spring Garden; Marrlee D. Butler, New Hope; Mary
Bett Campbell, Lester Lloyd Jolley,
31a I). Kuykendall, Fort Paynt.;
Wiirna McCown
Ross Campbell Attalia;
Ruth
Dickey, Lill~an
Allene Smith, Hazel Green; &ancM
Round
Eluabeth Lurlene Fargason, lyrtie
Fargagon, Cragford;, Sybil Aaron Gibson, Cordova; Ulysses Ruuell Dipson, Fyife; Aaron
R. Hand, Bernice Thrasher EIunt,
Martha Claire Kitch-,
, Heilin;
J.mDa
Davis Hawk, Birmingham.

Jlo h n W i 1e, y,, Honea, Valley
Head; Lewis Paul Hyatt, Arab;
Loneti White King, Alexander
City; MiUinee Lusk, Hamy
Owem Cross Roads; Mary GUbert Martin, 1311th ,McConatha
Pope,
Fran" - Geraldine;
. -- Dorothy
- ..
--

and let's &$end 04 Sept*er.
Club Council have been held, and &&inid, and the fact that so many
On Tuesday mbminlb,
30m cIiscussions have been gremy in teachers Ieft their jobs for highMr. &%artyrelated in French the favor of just such a prowam a er-paying ones.
1. 'm way advaGeed French chSS the ev.ntr thb one b. Dr. m b e n Self, ~ a r y Mr. M&y o u t h e d the advanveterans
gut in .front when it comes t o be- of his trip. His plane was ground- Bett Campbell, ~
~ cox,
b and ~bgeg t of a teacher in France. Teaing the most active organization ed in Ireland for more than a ng. L. Roberts drew up fiz plan cheks receive eh0tlt sixt> doliars
04. %e cmmpus. ,Every Veterans day when.&e
trouble developIIWJ~&:.
oFgwtb
-at a -ag ai ( h w & m
lea*
t-~a.
awvity has been+a marked ed. me next
that- c~-tte,
and
report They get a ten-weeks vacation
and don't think
a Ireland was to be Newfound*and, was presented in the fobowing in the summer with pay, and they
f
miriute that thjs accomplishmept but the plane was sent to Labrador
are paid for the time t h y mise
5 came @oout throu&h luck or as a instead because of bad weather.
Geetingg
of
the
Inbecause
sickness. Teaching pmicoincidence. It IS the result of a After a few hours in Labrador, ter-Club Council to be held on;e tiom areof held
:, w&&ectedon a competitive
program and care- the 'plane left for New York. Mr. each month, time to be decided basis; thus capable
teachers are
ful planning. ,The Veterarrs now Marty carhe by train from New
"All
these things,"
assured
jobs.
by the council.
Mr. Mmy added, ''go to make
the education& system of France
nci19 r e p r e ~ n t ~ v @one
S of the bat in me word.^* c,,body.
.
from
all
dubs,
faculty
ad==,
(Continued on page four )
..and sponsors.
Thi .housing shortage grows
3. m i c e r s to be selected by ma'1
more and more mute. Everwhere
jority vo,e of the members of the
-:'
empt y..buildinga are seen we see
Council. Temporary officers /.mt4
su-ne~noving
beds into them.
ed:hl. L. Roberts, president; Norma
C o r l e y, vice-president; M a r y
Cobb, secretary.
The abov@'offi-rs wkll y e w e
until the beginmg of the fall
term and will be largely rmponsible for the orientation ofths plan.
It Is believed
that ~clmm COordination of social activities will
be possible with the Inter-Club
Council in effect.
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of duties of the Veterans Club by
R~~~~ G
~ Fyffe;
~ Aaron
~
Donald McClellan, vice-pr$sid=t; ssesHend,
Bernice Thrasher Hunt,
John S~urlock, secretary; Sam Martha Ciabe Kitckns, Hain;
BE
Morris, tP3aSUrer; Mrs. Sam MQl'FAcmm mER
D~~~~
Birminaham.
ADPEP TO FINE ARTS BTAFF' ris, reporter; Ralph Jackson, chairof thq ~ocid c o ! ' t m i ~ ; Jlo h n W kle y Hop@, v a e y
- ~t+?r.-E: ~ ~ - w i H ' j o M
t h e. 3anies M0nk0.s~ &&man of the Head; Lewii Pati1 *att,
Arab;
f8culty this f d l as h h d of the program c0n'Imittee.
Laneti White King, Alexander
instrumental department in the
officers are A~~~~ City; Millinee Lusk, Harry Rice,
Fine Arts Division. He is from Wand, prerrident;
young, Owens Cross Roads; Mary GilFlorence and was recently dls- ,,ice-president; waiter walkce, bert Martin, Ruth ~MoConatha
charged from the service where wsebry; and sam~
~trea- ~Pwe, ~Geraldine;
i
Dorothy
~
, Franhe was attached to the Army Air surer, who wae reelected to fill. C ~ SMe&, Eleanor Brittain Voss,
F\.rces.
WeIlington; Louie J. h o r r? s,
h i s position.
Mr. Duruan holds bachelor's and
Praident Wallace will receive Huntsville; Marie Motley, Wadmaster's udv-ty
degrees from
Nash, Blountsville;
md hsNorthhad hi. d a m e at the end of the spring Dora Cliltoa
Cooper N i x , Woodland;
qUartar; he has attended
(Continued on page four )
Elizabeth Fairley parks, TallaState Teachers
'Or
all of his training. He left this in- dega; Ruth Well Re*, Sidney Ray
stitution after .the completion of khotts, Vina.
his second year of work and joinMary Helen i b l l ~ ,Biakely,
ed the local'Company H,31st u- Ga.; Fred E. Sibert, Altoona;
vision of the National Guard, and BwIah Ova Sotherland, Ruby L.
remained in this division f h e Woodfin, ~ f e g a h ;Frances LO&Years and one month. - For two rjdge Warren,, Piedmont; Hershel
in overseas
operationswhere
in New
he Joe YQ&, Cullman.
participated
years he was
Nader are both
m e a t o n ColkfZe.

graduates

J~~~~

-

Veterans, lheir wives, and guests
n- are seated from left to right: *ra COX. Betty Jo Burrow, Hazel En- t r e k b m&noesThomas, Msry Lou Rt*d, Opal Adair. Wiled- Parker, Mlldred Bailey, h k t e Cobb, and Gwendolyn Anden. S a d ing from left to right are: Dr. R. P. Felgat, advisor, Hollis Pape, l% L.
loberts, Audley B-er,
Ralph Jackson, and Mary Annie Gillland.

Guinea and the Philippines. His
leeorations indude the Presidential Citation, silver Star, purple
~ e a r t ,three campaign stars, and
several service ribbons. Incident-Ily, he and the former pressdent,
Aaron Hand, entered the army
ogether, and Hand served as WaIlace's top sergeant most of the
'
time.
The veterans feel that Walter
Wallace will be efficient and progressive in his new position apd
3ave pledged their full support tc
the activities of the Veterans Club.
During the past year, the Veterans
Club has s u c c ~ f u l l ycarried out
dl projects it h a
and
this unbr~ken record is expetted
to be continued un'der the leadership GI
the newly elected officers.

-

Branscomb
TO
Attend
World
Conference Sc on

-

Miss Lucille Branscomb, direc'tor of aviation at Jacksonville,
md commanding otflcer of the
Jacksonville Flight of the Cjvil
Air PatroZ will attend the World
.2ongress on Air-Age Education
to be held in New York August
21-28.

This Congress, sponsored by
&-Age Education Research, will
be
under the auspices of
universities and
Over
the nation. Specialists in all fields
~f aviatiod and air tramporfaton,
leaders in education, professors,
Huntsville, and Willodean Parker
Spring Garden, repraent.tiva
teachers, and stud,,
from many
me moup went o u l i u in the af- PRESIDENT OF S. G. A*
from
the
senior
elms;
temocn to .enjoy dancing, swim0
regions of the world will gather
at the ,mow ,ntermtimd
011 Monday evening, August 5, BaUeyl Wedowee, and Mary Annie
ming, and fishing before the evenfor
this world congress. Its purmg barbecue. Added attractions the student Cobncil and Execu- Gilliland, Kellegton, junior class
pose is to comider and devise
during the evening were Ralph ti* ~ o a r dheld its last meeting repr-enfatives; Mauvoreen Henmethods for pmmotng the air age
Jackson's usual perfofmar~ces as for the summer. In the fall'new ley, a h n t and Frances Thomas,
mphomore class pepreleader of the e n t e r t ~ m e n t ,re- members-will Eake over the reins Mrdr
President tole has announced t h r w h the schools of America,
sentatives; Hollis Pope, Piedmont, hat the Fderal Governmmt and &om elementary grad- through
tiring President Aaron Hand's of student government.
Neil Harris, Sycamore, fresh- the state B~~~~~~
unlversitks, arid thmugh public
farewell address, Robert COX'S
this last meeting, the new
man
Class
education
such as
cordial welcome9, and stunts ex- mutine procedure of the Execuhave released priorities on two
The Executive Board b corn- new do-tories
to be built on the radio, press, and motion picecuted by swimmers and dancers. tive Board was practiced in a
posed of the members of the Stu- the new cam2us for the boys turesIt was agreed that this picnic was mock trial.
Ehe m a t egioyable of the Yema
In the Student Coundl meet- dent Council listed above, plus Th-e buildings are to have an , E ~ ~ delegate
. ,
to the
and it was felt that it d u b honor- b g it was decided to discontinue two representatives from each .overall cost of approxbately will be assigned to a committee
ed the retiring president, Aaron the contest for naming the college dormitory. The dormitory repre- $g76,000,
according to his or her fields of
annual until the fall quarter. A s e n t a t e v ~ are: Ralph Jacksoh,
Plans are being made for the interest. In addition to the outthank the new ruling was adopted to the Lineva!? and John Spurbck At- abandonment of the buildins, Standing speakers and discussion
veterans wish
cast of "Pep ParadeJ' for making effect that all * t i c e n
to tauat ForneY Hau; Mary
Pit- watherly ~ ~ and
1 F~~~~~
1
~ ~ 1 Soups
1 ,
,Lera
be exhikib asnd
ble funds to meet the costs the Student Gouncil nZust expect tardl S~lacauga,and Betty Jo
the old campus.
field trips to the metropolitan aired in planning for this to be In.school h r at least three B u r r Q w, Huntsville, Weatherly
The
the
Z
~t is hoped that the veterans p u a r t a after taking office. Gwen- Hall; C a m l ~ nT r i ~ ~ l e tGadulen.
i"g is to be let On August 27, and ports including flight8 over New
York City,
-er
this dugport on t h i s dolyn Anders, president, express- Daugette Hall; Opal Adair, Buffa- for the
On October
and include similar pro- ed her appreciaffaf! to the other lo and Hazel Entrekin, Piedmont,
Approval from the FFA is a b
Miss B r p s c o m will represent
theiL. plans for the new officers and members for their ~ p a r ! h e n t Dormitory; and Audley Bruner, Roanoke, representa- being sought for a. new high Jacksonville at the congress and
splendid cooperation.
The r e m g members a r e : tives fmm the trailer Camp. h.school buildin& but Yet it hasn't wiJl endeavor to bring ba& M..
Gwendolyn Anders, Jacbonviue,
lie PmFelgar is the fa cut^ adviser. been received. &@&dent Cole. tonnation that
enable ~~~k~
qc;esiasoC~
kabr-6w--c*-=i11~---IC));S is
f * - r 3 r 3 ~ ~_that-v
a ------'-ing
is
to
be
let
on
August
27,
and
dolyn Anders, president, express- Daugette Hall; Opal Adair, BuffaYork City,
On October
ed her appreciaffq to the other lo and Hazel Entrekin, Piedmont, for the
officers and members for their Apar!hent Dormitory; and AudApproval from the
is
Miss B r p s c o m will represent
ley Bruner, Roanoke, regresenta- being sought for a. new high Jacksonville at the congress and
splendid cooperation.
The retiring m e m b a a r e : tives h m the trailer Camp. h.school buildin& but Yet it hasn't wiJl endeavor to bring ba& Min the fall just as e u e r Gwendolyn Anders, Jacbonviue, R. P.Felgar i~ the fa cut^ adviser. been received. president tale fo-tion
that will enable jackl
to give their time and president; Jackie Cobb, CrOssviue, This is the first Year that the thinks, howeve<
that
approval.
sonvilie
to
titke the lead in procause of the vetitans I vice-president; Sara Cox, Spring- gxecutive Board has been in QP-

Contracts F o r
New Buildinks
Soon To Be Let

liaison officer bemeen the French
Besides
and American for-.
teaching French, Mr. MW~JV&
study*g to perfeet his Engli&
so that he rnay be able to teach
English when he r e t u r n s to
France. He is very amiable per-
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Chords Or Discords
The extra-curricular activities of 13. T. C.
a r e growing ra2idly. One activity that many
students ,seem partic;larly interested in is
.music. Since so many are interested in music,
why shouldn't a special room be set aside
for no othcr purpose than for music practice?
The room or rooms for practice should be
located apart from the' dormitories and regular class rooms. It is annoying both to the
teachers and students when the temflrature
is 90 de&rees and the doors have to be closed
because someone downstairs has to get in
his two hours of practice. It is especially irritating when in the miaqle of a test someore begins to sing-the scales or tries to finish
Schuberfs 'Wnfiqidhed Symphony." It is
coming to the point that if one wishe: to
study in his room during the day he must
close the door and let the windows down because one of the.music students is using the
living-room piano fo? practice. Someone very
often carries that special friend into the
living-room only to discover that some music
students "got there first."
The music students are also com3laining.
The noise of the people going tq class or
someone outside talking l o u d 1 y 'distracts
their attention from their practice. Or maybe
someone has waited several hours for a piano ;
when he finally finds one that isn't being
used, some teacher has decided that his class
has been disturbed enoufi and asks the student to please go somewhere else. But there
is no place to go. Then those few students
that have nothing to do wander in where

Mend Your Language
Lest It Mar Your Fortune-

Calendar
Fall Quarter 1946-47

:
for Fall Quarter FreshLike it or not there is a class distinction in' September 91 m n d a ~ Registration
FRAN WATSON, b h o is this GEORGE we hear so
men
language: As soon as we speak, strangers beabout? We'd really b v e to know 'more 1
MARTHA STAPP and ED m?m to be on the "outs" again
gin to classify us, and if our ~0cabulariesare September 10, Tue~day: Registration for Fall Quarter
hackneyed and humdrum %ey will receive
-Oh, well, they say the "eourse of true love never runs
~~~~~~l~~~~~~
the impression of colorless and commonplace
smoothly."
personalities. If our vocabularies are poor, September 11, Wednesday: Class work begins
Wedding bells have just rung ior CHRIS GOGGINS! We
Or if re miapronounce
they
to October 21, Monday: Last day for entrance for a half wish you oodles of good luck and happiness, CHRIS; congratthe conclusion that we are lacking in intelli- quarter,s
ulate the groom ior us.
gence.
LOIS BOYLES, can't you make up your mind which gu;
A person msy be ever so well-groomed, November 27, Wednesday: Thanksgiving holiday begins a t
you
want? Or is it more fun to keep several on the stringbe good looking, and_ have all the outward
noon
"cold" storage, so to speak?
appearances of good breeding and fine intelIf you've seen several n m but good-lookin9 lassies around
lect, but if he misuses words, if he missspells November 28, Friday: Quarter 'loses
the Apartment this summer, I think an investigation will
them, if his grammar is incorrect,,and if he
Winter Quarter 1946-47
prove they're "KAT" GRAVES, NELL BRYANT, and
is deficient in the fine art of pronunciation,
JOHNNIE RICKEY. I must say they're an added attraction
he is advertising to 211 who hear him that his December 2, Monday: Registration for Winter Quarter
early educaton has been limited and that he
-with no extra charge, boys!
is not accustomed to the society of cultured December 3, Tuesday: Class work begins
DENNIS ELLISON, don't you know you can keep a fellow
people. And he is also publishing abroad the December 20, Friday: Christmas holidays begin
in
hot ashes just so long-and then it ceases to be funny?
noon
fact that he has been too lazy or too careless
Better watch your step, lady.
to do anything abcjut it.
January 6, Monday: Class w o r ~resumed
SARAH JONES> wd hear-you've t u m d "civilianw merI t is amazing that so many students at
~~~t
day
for
entrance
for
a
helf
night!
What's w r o n g d i d you get your "di8eharge" from
JSTC,particularly students who expect to go January 27,
the
Army?
quarter's credit
into professional life, will make such comWILMA ANDREWS, we're glad to hear that you and
mon errors as "1 seen", "I taken", "He took March 7, Friday: Quarter closes
TOMMY
have forgiven each other and started all over
she and I to town", "He met with we teaagain.
We
think that's the right spirit; keep it up!
chers", and other familiar expressions. Ant
Spring Quarter 1946-47
You've
been
stepping out /quite a bit lately, HELEN
other common practice is that of using a
LOBE. Just WHO is No. 1 on your Male Parade by DOW?
singular predicate with a plural subject, such March 10, Monday: Registration for Spring Quarter
., WALTER WALLACE is a frequent visitor to the Apartas "You was here".
March
11,
Tuesday:
Class
work
begins
ment these days. Better watch it, girls, especially you folks
Incorrect- pronunciations are just as bad.
If a student says he wants to be an "ar-chi- April 21, Monday: Last day for entrance for a half quar- in 201.
"SLIM ROBINWN is-determined Co get in shape for that
tek, a "dentis", or an "ingineer", the fact is
ter's credit
cheerleader's
position next year. He is seen quite frequently
recognized that he has a- fine ambition, but
he' will never succeed. 1-f he is ambitious May 29, Thursday: Graduation exercises
doing roadwork between Jacksanville and Anniston.
"RED" HAWKINS, the supreme bum, has just received
enoungh, the educational opportunities will
a carton of dgarettes through the mait Take i t easy on
Summer Quarter 1947
be available to him, but his semi-illiterate
him, boys.
back- June 2, Monday: Registration for Summer Quarter
speech, his obvious lack of
"K. C." (Banny) NEWMAN never seems to learn that
ground will be insuperable barriers to his
football
practice is not held at the "Rec" on Wednesday
success in a professron.
June 3, Tuesday: Class work begins
night.
Let us not fool ourselves, in .spite of the
quarter'^ ' MARY CLIFFORD a d MILLICENT, YOU will simply have
talk about democracy and educltional oppor- July 14, Monday: Last day for entrance for a
to brush up on your table manners. Such actions are not altunities for all, the professions require more credit'
lowed a t Ward Belmont.
than a degree from a university. They re- ~ u g u s t14, Thursday: Summer graduatian exercises
DRISKELL, how do you manage to get your room cleaned
quire people with a wide cultural hackground,
people who can express their ideas on paper
up every morning? We want to know your secret.
HARDEGREE, are you really out to win BOB SMITH o-r
and in a speech; it is not enough to know alL
the intracicies of the law or tachnical details
are you just trying t o make "JIMMY" jealous?
What's this *e hear about .JACK AVOS ordering "scientiof the most complex engineering problem.
f ic Attitudes9'--one for him ,and one for WAYMAN-also
The pit? of it is t h a t only a comparatively I
. praying for a "little" burden.
few realize their deficiencies and do sarne"DRAPER" @HARP has moved to Daugette. He occupies
thing to correct them.
the first couch on the right in the Arcade. BOB SMITH has
rented the comfortable rocker next to t h e water fountain.
For rent: The mailboxes a t Daugette. They are neglected
since the boys are back in school, and Mr. Caaey is really
Whether to marry now or not is a big question which confronts the young peple of to:
Sale: Numerous 8-10 Olan Mills production. S_ee anyday, especially the college students. A crisis
a t Daugctte, Forneyf Wealherly, Apartment. Very
has followed the war, :I period of uncertainty-a
period of problems which even the
,
Recently S. HARDEGREE was plagued with an awful cold.
greatest authorities dare not attempt to the
Miraculously, itlwas gone overnight. JIMMIE KOOLY fixed
outcome of.
Many of the veterans of t'nis war have come
Girls,. have yW seen the new blue convertible carousipg
home, overflowing the colleges p a s t peace- .
around Daugette? Gee!
time ca-pcity and taking advantage of the
We are wondering why FRANCES HORTON keeps singwonderful opportunity they have, which is
ing "Take Me Out TOThe Ball Game", but we are wondering
a good thing, but these same individuaIs have
more where SARAH COX'S class ring is.
returned niore serious minded, more respon-
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I

Shdl'I Marry NOW?
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day, especially the college-students. A crisis
' body a t Daugette, Fornefi ~ e a t h e r l 6 - me&. ~e;y
has followed the war, 3 period of uncertaincheap!
ty-a
period of problems which even the
Recently S. HARDEGREE was plagued with an awful cold. I
greatest authorities dare not attempt to the
Miraculously, it was gone overnight. JIMMIE KOOLY fixed
T
outcome of.
that.!
Many of the veterans of this war have come
C;i$ls,.hate y b l seen the new b h e &nverti_4le carowipp
home, overflowing the colleges past. peacearound Daugette? Gee!
time capacity and taking advantage of the
We are wondering why FRANCES HORTON keeps singwonderful opportunity they have, which is
ing "Take Me Out To The BaM Game", but we are wondering
a ood thing, but these same individuals have
more where SARAH COX'S class ring is.
re urned more serious minded, more responIt's rumored that the seniors don't want to take find tests.
Rroiograph by O. R. Lovett
Bible, and more grown UP than the boys who rind AdamSI swf
on a It's only a rumor; so pay no attention to it.
i.
left' These new
FLASH: BALDY WILSON is one of the many boys who
a tendency caricature d i e a grmp of stodenk I ~ L Son. They are h r o s mnd.
to want to settle down-they have
want
to learn
more, they want a wife, a home, a family 4 1 Hortegse Bahd. ,Marie Hodge. Marmet Bwann, ~ o h nRammaad, were stump broke before marriage Miss MATTIE of ColdMhheU,
Pore,
water makes WILLIE hump when she yells.
of which they should not be deprived of.
We wonder what will happen to "Red" CARTER and lRod
Marriage is a sacred institution and should
SPRAYBERRY if their working wives stopped their allowbe entered into with the utmost reverence. ~ l f r e dAdams, a freshman and'half years in overseas service. ances.
All angles should be considered before the veteran of World War 11, has During this period, Adams thought ~t seems that
of the X-Saibm think they are s t i ~
in
final step is taken. TO be sure, all those con- joined the 'I'EACOLA staff and about school and decided that, up- the navy. Instead of having a girl In every prt, they have
on
receiving
his
discharge,
he
templating marriage deed not wait until the will draw cartoons for the Paper
What about it, P. H Y A ~ ?
work, but this for the incdming year. ?)he first would go to college and study art, one in.every
completion of their
MR. SPRAYBERRY of DeSoto has to decide this week beof
a
series
of
his
works
appears
in
his
special
interest
snd
talent.
is a bit of
that
young
his many dogs and his wife. I t seems that his problem
issue, and its addition to the That's what Adams did. He came t ~ e e n
take into account: The 'cre'l'thing"' this
paper has inuesaed the pictorial to Jacksonville two quarters ago grew out of his wife getting a flea bite.
"All work and no play makes Jack a dull
boy." When Benjamin Franklin penned this will sticld the test of timq that is, of waiting.' content considerably. We predict and found himself one of many
CORLEY seems to be holding oat for Emory University
phrase, he doubtlessly had no idea it would
The whole life of an individual is based, that Adam' cartoons will become vctorms, liked the situation, and these days and a little guy calM ' W e Me Hame, Blue WdeveIop into an often-repeated cliche, one upon competition, and the higher poskion favorites w'ith the students, be- dedicated himself to advancement (censored) 1"
that illustrates rt great need in college life. one seeks the stiffer competition he will cause he plans to use timely topics the college way.
MISS HELEN GREENHAW, a recent visitor to the camAn education, to be complete, should not con- have; the higher position he obtains, the and illustrate as vividly as POS- Since coming to Jacksonville,
is p+tponing her college mrwr for sDme eh.p in ~
~
d
sist of academic work alope, but should be more capa~blehe will be of maintaining the ~ i b l elife a t JSTC. Truly, this Car- Adams has spent a great deal of den. It mnst be LOVE
augmented by extra-curricular activities and necessary
of a home, Preparation toon in this edition of the TEA- his time in the a r t robms doing HUGH TURNER is still playing bard to get tfie Wn' of a
C W is of a situation which ex- free-hand sketches, and
the gameof life
in no way be
social life. One of the most important aims
ists here. We hope that an added to prepare himself for an a r l ~ t i ccertain RUTHIE in West Point. w h y be So coy, Hwh?Better
of education is to teach the individual to ad- rificed for a n early marriage. I
cartoon will help to boost student career. His po&ers, free-hand Illen have been bit!
apt himself to the demands of society, and
MRS. ROWAN is now receiving nybns under the auspices
The future of this country depends upon morale and add that variety we all crayon designs have proyed lo be
this carmot be achieved through .the study of the youth of today and the paths they choose like Do have in Our
publics- populer with student+, and he is of the former Remington Hall master.
t1ons.
a textbook alone, but must come from actual
in demand for work of this
-rhey
sure that Born in Montgomery on October quite
nature. Adam calls his w ~ r k LILLIE and TURK, TID-BIT and HAPWOOD, MARY\
experience and contact with people. The vlr- for
they know the patK they are taking; they 22, 1922, Mams began a life which dabbling, but he has talent whlch, HELEN and JACKSON, DRISKILL 4F L o ~ E , SIMS and ,
ious clubs and organizations on the campus should
bva
the best
know the requirements before they was t, prove most interesting. He with proper development, he can ? 1, H A R ~ L S O Nand MULSE 0,
furniah this contact.
make an important decision. If eVelY couple mmpleted his high schoel train- make his future as a commercial ( and congratulations of the campus on their fortheem$g
, The adage of Poor Richard can work two thought twice before saying "I do", the di- ing at Thomasville High School, artist bright and successful. The mamiage6!
FLASH!
I
t
is
~
u
n
o
r
e
d
that
TRIE'
L
E'
M
'
is
going
to
eomfelt completely grown up, and be- TEACOtA staff members are
ways, however, and too much club work and vorcerate would be lowered considerably.
came
an
of
the
United
happy
to
have
him
join
the
staft,
mute
from
Anniston
this
fall
and
WALTER
W
G
L
A
CE
social activities can result in more harm than
States government as a surveyor and we believe that you, too, will from Gadsden.
good.
for engineering projects. The' war come to appreciate his talent more
this we hear about shotts leaviW?c o u ~
AUDREY,
interrupted this work, however, and more with each edition of the
The danger is great when too many clubs
it be that you are going to be lonely next quarter?
and
Adams
joined
the
Seabees
TEACOLA.
And
you
might
pass
spring up on a campus, membership resulting
detting
is
and began a service career which your bright ideas for cartoons on _ w h y is it that ANN
in no definite gain in knowledge or recrealasted
approximately
thirty-nine
to
him
, , . he wants to draw what 'from Virginia?
tion. Then, It too often follows that the brunt
Periodically some one writes an editorial
y9u want to see.
LOIS, aren't yodsorry that JON will have to ride alof responsibility and leadership falls on the concerning "gripers" and their worries. It months and includes tw&nd
I
when
you leave?
shoulders of a very small percentage of stu- seems that in the past few months here on
HILDA,
is
something
wrong
with
BILL'S
hand?
We see
dents, the majority remaining practically in- the campus we students have done little other
it
has
long
been
famous,
we
students
must
,
up
for
him.
that
you
are
always
holding
it
active and missing valuable experience as a than find fault yith something unpliasantadopt the traditions of our forebears. It is
result.
usually the other person and his actions. This
good to remember that in helping others we
help ourselves. Whst person lives who does
In order for extra-curricular activities to constant nagging can finally become nerveJ. S X C . P L A V E R S
and very detestable. There are steps
be beneficial to the students, all organiza- racking
not
wish
to
gain
power,
prestige,
and
honor?
SUE F O R h l o u - s u ~ ~ o R T
be made which might improve this weaktions on the campus need to have an over-all to
7
It is a challenge to us to revive that old
ness.
supervision by some group, intregrating
e. O,\UCE
spirit, call it Christianity, brotherhood,
them, eliminating confusion, qnd either abolOne important step to be considered might
school spirit, or whatever you like; our
ishing or rejuvenating those clubs which be in the form of a vow to our own souls. Let
campus needs it. Shall we rescue it and help
have no useful function, but merely exist. us stop existing merely to find fanlt with
J
There is a definite need for complete clean- countless seemingly unpleasant incidents
to make it grow so that the alumni can
up of extra-curricular activities. This need which occur occasimally. To get the most
smile proudly and be forded to admit that
has been realized, and a movement h y be- from life we must adopt the standards which
the younger generation does have some
*
gun to rectify conditions by organizing an encourage in one the desire to seek and obability and is still possessor of the finer
students can be persuaded to take the lead. tain the things which help to make others
sense of justness and friendliness on which
Interxi& Council to have 'urisdiction over happy. This is really living rather than existthe dear old school grew and flourished?
all dubs on the campus, to upervise them, ing.
and to encourage their growth. This council,
Surely we want to maintain the standards of
One may argue that another student on
comr>osed of representatves from every orour
ancestors-we
who have so much to
the campus is not important to him and has
.uealle LU seen UIIU UL
ability and is still possessor of t h e finer
t&-ihe things-wh$h help to make others
I
j
happy. This is really living rather than exisr
ing.
Surely we want to maintain the standards of
t--\/
-hat another student on
our
ancestors-we
who have so much to
n- a n h t i o n on the campus, m w functioning. the campus is not impytant to him and has
live for. which stand' do you take? The
Students in the fall-may look forward to no direct ,bearing ucon his life. That is where

I

& 'noise

of the people going t q class or
someone outside talking 1o u d ly 'distracts
their attention fmm their practice. Or maybe
someone has waited several hours for a piano ;
when he finally finds one that isn't being
used, s m e tea&er has decided that his class
has b e b disturbed enougll and asks the student to please go somewhere else. But there
is no place to go. Then those few students
that have nothing to do wander in where
someone is trying to learn his next music
lesson and create a disturbance by asking
questions or 6y just standing around.
Music is both inapiring and consoling, and
no campus is quite complete without it. However, it would be enjoyed much more if there
was a special room for practice and we could
hear only the finished product.
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Shall The Old Spirit
Be Revived?
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.Civil Air Patrol

French Students

To Arrive Here
,In Late August
-

TO Be
Honored With

Seniors
,

Reception

ALUlMNl OFFICERS

J E. ,right,

.

Graduating, seniors will 6 honored with an
reception
given by President and Mrs. Houston Cole onnhursday evening, AUgust 14, at the ColesF residence.
Receiving the seniors will be
President and Mrs. Cole, Dr. and
Mrs.
.R. Wood, Dr.
Allison, Miss Beth Cole, and Miss
Mary Helen Rollins, class president.

By Mi Fernand W r i ~
, Some time next month Jackson-

-.-

ALUMNI DEPARTMENT

I

president

huben S

, ~ecretary-,asurer

MRS. I& K COFFEE Edlror

INEZ SPEARS MARRIED TO
W-O.
DIE.CHoFF

lege faculty at one time.
Mr. Clark succeeds Robert Narville will welcome the arrival of
Inez Spears, who received her ding who has become superinthe twee other French Exchange
degree in June, 1944, was married tendent of the Shawmut schools.
students and Madame Andree Alto William Dieckhoff of Decatur, He has taught in Riverv~ews h c ~
vernhe. Madame Alvernhe will be
Illinois, on June 30 in San Anton- his graduation here.
in charge of the French House, and
io, Texas. Mr. Dieckhoff is a warit will be her responsibility to see
rant officer in the Army Air K E N D I U C K - P H W S
that meals, prepared as the French
Forces, and is stationed at DayFlorida Philhps, who graduated
prepare them, are served in true
ton, Ohio, where they are now with the June class, was married
Parisian atmosphere to all the
living.
' to Lleut. Walter Kendrick in the
students who have chosen to beSeniors will be received in the
The marriage was a culminn- Silver Chapel at Fort McClellan
come members of the French proliving room which will be deco- tion of a romance be.%n when on August 20. The ceremony was
Photograph by 0.R. Lovett gram which is to begin next fall
' Members of the Civil Air Patrol are pictured
rated with red roses. Floral deco- Miss Spears was teaching in performed by a chaplain and was
above in an informal term. Madame Alvernhe is a suration consisting of yellow asters, Gadsden and Mr. Dieckhoff was at:ended by members of .the imgrouping.
members were present
orientation 'liohts in perior cook* and the writer Of this
Photograph by 0. R. Lovett Shasta daisies, and yellow roses stationed at the Air Depot. After mediate family and a few close
Beading
article,
who
twice
had
the
privin the primary training plane, PTl9 a t (Fort McClellan.
will be used to center the table their wedding, they went to Col- friends. MISS Barbara Minter was
being invited to her house
'from the left are the following: Miss Lucille BralltwOmb, cOlmnd- ilege
The pidure above of the Sto- in the dining room. The beauty of orado Springs for a few days and the bdde's only attendant.
by the phO- the centerpiece will be accentuated made a tour bf Denver and Pike's
trio was
fng officer; Sam Morris, Jackie Cobb,
Morrow, John for dinner* can testify to the deThe bride wore a becoming fall
licacy
Of her epicurian taste in Wrapher at the prentstion
Of
by tall yellow candles burning in Peak.
outfit
with black accesswies. Her
& namMorrow, flight officer; Colon ~ i & ,and
choosing and preparing &licious the
pta3'p "Pep
candelabra.'An unusual arrangeMiss Spears was a p o p u l ~ rand corsage was an orchid.
ed in th6 picture are the pilots and their wives.
dishes- Madame Ahernhe is 'lSO
perf'-ocv
thir gfOrrpment of lemons end green foliage capable while here. She was emAfter their wedding trip, Lieut,
the hap
Owner
a "livre de hog
On a ooUege
in a silver bowl will be used on ployed in the registrar's office Eendrick and Mrs. KSndrick reMembers of the Jaclwonville f i b a n d 0 t h e r equipment, cuisine" dedicated to her by one oessmbly program. These young
the
room
to
and was active in a number of
to Remington Hall at Fort
Flight of the Civil Air Patrol and throullh the ~ o p m a t f o nof the of Paris' best chefs who has had lodies are Vhdnla Stovall, Betty plete
decorauons.
campus organizations, taking a McClellan for a few d y s , and are
The~ JackSon- t the opportunity
to apprechte
her
the ~
l Aeronautics
~ class A~ m A h Forces.
~
~
~
~ stowll, and mn.8tovaU Weldon.
leading part in affairs of the now living in Jacksonville. Lieut,
villc Flight of CAP h directed by talents.
Refre8hments
be mrv*
mu.She taught commercial sub- Kendrick will be t r a g e r r e d to
have been w o n their orientation Miss Lucille Branscolnb as
For the last two years Madame
consist of lemon cufitard, ke jecb a t e r her graduation.
Fort B r g g , N. C., in September.
'light in the prhan
manding officer, assisted by stu- Alvernhe has devoted much of h a
cream, and lemon EbWe cake.
The bride was a popular stuplane, F"J? 19, recently made avail- dent officers and instmctors se- time to Red Cross activities, teachMrs. C. R. Wood and Mrs. LaW. TWO GpkMmm
able to them for flight instruction. lected from Air Corps veterans. ing French to American soldiers'
dent
and took an actice part in
prerido
tab'e'
! h 0 of the eollegels gtaduates all campua affairs. She was chairThis plane is owned and piloted If instruction in any articular stationed in Paris, and organizing
'
Russd Carries, meration Oftihave recently received prsmbtions mah of the Social Committee and
phase of the training cannot be parties, where her vivacious and
An impromptu variety show
in the teaching profession. 5. T. vice-presideqt of the Student
rqr, who with Flight Olficer John supplied by the college, the Army charming personality helped create sponsored by the Veterans Club
l-MOrrow
Green, formerly principal of the Coynci1,-and received other hongive
the
p
r
'
m
a
r
~
Air
~
~
Corps
~
~
will
provide
such
ina
b
p
p
y
atmosphere
of
France- was presented at the student as
- ing lessons. This plane is
Alexander City )Eigh School and ors during her college attendance.
struction through ils trained Per- American goodwill. I have no sembly of July 30 at the regular
used b y those students W h o sonnel.
h u b t that Madame Alvernhe will hour. "Turk" Moncus presided and
assistant superintendent of the
I
wish to secure training during the
Alexander City schools, has beell BELL-CLARK
This E i h t course should appeal be just as gay and dynamic here delighted the audience with his
promoted to superintendent of the
remainder of the summer
The marr3ge of Miss Margaret
to all air-minded students. Veter- in Jacksonville as she is in Paris unusual wit and humor.
light
'lane has ans who are interested *nay Secure and that our hostess will give the
b n e t t City Schools. Jim Frank Clara Bell to Pfc. baniel Allan
By Anon Y. MOM
As
guests
of
the
veterans,
the
lor
CLark, former principal of the Clark was solemni3ed in the Westheir training through the Vet@- French House the appeal and at- Stovall Sisters, Betty, Virginia,
Mght instruction for the fall
Let us put ourselves into the Riverview Junior High School, ley Center Chapel, University,
'light
(Irnund and tractiveneSS "LOf
us are iooking and
stoval'
~ ~ sunday
,
quarter. The basic training plane p r e-flight instruction includes forward to. She is bringing some ed special numbers. Their selec- future, even into the year 2046, has b e n promoted to superin- ~ l ~ at bfour-thirtg
recently purchased by the college theory of flight, structure of air- recordings of the latest French tions, which are popular favorites, md see what things may happen I tendent.
evening, July 14. The vows were
and how they would affect Mr. Green succeeds Taylor read by Rev. W. .M. Echols, Head
is now used entirely for ground craft, instruments, engines, navi- song hits, and "Symphonie" will were "Sioux City Sue",
"There us if all could transport ourselves Kirby at !Lanett. Mr. Kirby has of the Wesleyan Center.
instruction.
gation, meteorology, c~mmunica- certainly be one of them. Madame Must Be .a Way", and "Sentimen- across a
accepted t h e , superintendency of
For her wedding, the bride wore
Flight instruction will accom- tions (rahio and Morse code), firsf' Alvernhe is also a graduate of tal Journey."
At the last student council meet- the O p e l i k ~schools. Mr. Green ice blue crepe with pearls and
pany the ground school, and pre- aid, airport operation, and civil air the Sorbonne University in Paris
Impromtu quartets chosen at
it was discussed whether o r ' has a master's degree from AU- matching accessories.
fight training' will be made avail- regulations. Actua1 'light training and has received several degrws; { randon from the audience were ing (he
windows should be sealed 1 burn. He received his B. S. deThe bride and bridegroom
able to all college students in two follows Or runs concurmnt with One of them is for teachbg French composed of Sara Hardegree, Mary down. It seems tht ame thought- gre here. He hns taught in sev- now
.reslap in New Jersey where
classes, a beginning group for new the ground instruction- A mini-, to foreign students, and her help Helen Rollins, Frances Thomas* less student persists in raising era1 Alabama towns and was a the brideg
o m is awaiting overrecruits and an advanced class for mum fee is charged to cover op- in this part of the program will and Mary McClintock, Women's them, letting hot air enter our air- member of the Snead Junior Colseas
servic
be appreciated- With Such a fine voices; and Ralph Jackson, John
those who have already completed crating costs.
conditioned building.
the prescribed courses for the
A l l interested students
personality On the Campus of Spurlock, Henry kobinson, and
President Cole was given a
first and second quarters of ele- contact Miss f3ranscomb or John. JSI"I', the French class can ex- Claude Bennett, men's voices.
standing ovation in assembly when
rnentary aeronautics. Students may Morrow and make arrangements pect a very pleasant and profittake three quarters of aeronautics to enter the training in the fall. able year.
as an elective and secure college Jacksonville citizens who are not
Special mention is also due Mr. ing.
credit. They also become members college students are invited to Gilbert e a t i a n t , friend of Dr.
the buildings for several years.
of the Civil Air Patrol, with wing make application for membership Jones, who'selected for our proDr. Wood is very pleased with
headquarters in Birmingham, who in the Jacksonville Flight of the ject the second male exchange
the
results obtained in his applied
furnish without cost all training Civil Air Patrol and secure their student, Mr. Robert Humbert. Mr.
maihematics class since the new
k x b , reference books, training training also.
Gratiant, professor af English in
mechanical brain has been inParis and a well-know scholar
stalled.
Now even the poorest ma0
solve difficult
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Veterans Sponsor
As8emblY

A

Century

Hence

I

I
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f.

Jokes

his poems about the Resistance
movement in France:
n E Y FOUNDATION
ADIS NEW PRESIDENT
to make a
'On~h regular meetings of the
Opal Adair has been elected tribution to our program, Profesw&ey Foundation have been held to serve as Baptist Student Union sor Gratiant is writing
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Of

sire to possess a parrot on shipboard. So he bid $1.00. His bid
was raised to $2.00. He bid $5.00.
The other
raised the

arrived last wesk. She hopes to get
a priority very
to obtain
enough atads fuel to carry her
Civil Air Patrol group to the moon
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furnish without cost all training Civil Air Patrol and secure their student, Mr. Robert Humbert. Mr.
texts, reference books, training training also.
Gratiant, professor af English in
Paris and a well-know scholar
and
was present at the last
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the results obtained in his applied
maihematics class since the new
mechanical brain has been installed. Now even the poorest maA sailor on leave in a large city thematiclan can solve difficult
They algebraic equations.

~ A I &
IS NEW P B 3 6 5 a N T

the Civil Air Patrol group to the moon
and back. She has already conthe parrot Was knock- tatted the Atomic Fuel Board of
ed for the four French students. edFinally
down tq the sailor for $30.00. the United Nations.
While the subject is still a secret, As he counted out his money, the
the Play is said to bt written in sailor was struck with a terrible
Dr. Weishaupt has announced
that her. htest discovery, a new
easy 'French which beginners
I
Perhaps
the parrot miracle drug _obtained from frozen
should understand.
couldn't
talk. guamntee that this rainwater, brought out definite
"Do you
wolfish traits
Doc
when
bird can talk?", he demanded.
h, swallowed a drop by mistake.
"Talk", exclaimed the auction- Doc Gary: however was pleased
Short price to $10.00.

spirational programs have been She is taking office instead oi
presented by members of the Evelyn Owens, president-e1ect,
Foundation and guests.
who
not be in
during
Youth Rally
the fall quarter.
T h e Jac&onville Methodist
Miss Adair has been active in
church was host to the Methodist i3aptist studtn: work during her
youth ~ssociation meeting of entire college training, and she
Calhoun County on Monday, July was a menbar of the executive
29, Approximately one hundred council during the last year. She.
delegates representing the Oxford, is a well qualified worker and the
Anniston, Weaver, Piedmont, and B. S. U. will be lead into greater
Jacksonville Methodist churches fields of service under her leaderattended this meeting.
ship.
The C+ss Officers' Dance: an
Jack Gurley of Anniston, who is
event Of the summer
the Association president, P r ~ i d - The Baptist Studmt
quarter was held W d a y evening,
is
to July 26, in the college gymnasium
ed a t the meeting. Methodist StU- executive
dents f r o m Oxford presented meet On the campus On September The theme for the evening was
thdBap- "The Gypsf"' The gym was
make plans
Chaplain Foshee as guest speaker and
for the occasion. ~efreshmel$ks
Student
work for the beautifully transformed into a
year*
were served on the lawn of the 1946-47
"quaint caravan" with improvised
state student secretary*
gypsy decorations. Bright colored
education building immediately
to
aftcr the program.
be present September
'paper and huge balloons added
the workshop and lead the execu- the final Llmsy effect.,.
Candlelight Service
~
~a summer
l visi- ~tiv ecouncil
~
in~ Conferences
,
on
The lead-out featured the gypsy
tor of the Skeltons, presided at methods and plans
U' h n t through which the class ofthe evening meeting of the Wesficers and their dafes entered the
dance floor.
ley Foundation Sunday, August 9.
students
ninety
Candlelight was used for a very
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Stone, C.
im~resaive worship service in attended the
cutting M. Gary, Mrs. John Rowan, Mrs.
which F'rgnces S t r i ~ l i nled. The
by the B. S. U' August Margaret Stapp, and Mrs. Pauline
'"
the
near the Webb were chaperons for the
theme of the program was "Prayer", and material from the Metho- 8ymnasium.This event was very dance. The music was furnished
dist magazine. Motive, was used. 'nfOrmal and was enjoyed by; by the Third Regiment Band of
A special number, "Christ Be every0ne* Jane Selt was in charge : port McClellan.
With Me,p was rendered by N
~ of ~this ssocial
~ and was assisted by I
Bennett* Joe
and'KATHBY~ PAINHONORED
Harper, contralto. Miss Harper
B.
was accoppanied by her mother,
WIlliSHoWEB
Mrs. C. T. Harper.
Miss Kathryn Painter* graduate
N E W OlFFICERS EWXTBD
Church Picnic
of Jacksdnville State Teachers ColCollege students were invited to
New officers of the Wesley lege and bride-elect, was honored
a church picnic on the afternoon Foundation were
at the with a bridal shower in the Stuof July 24. A large &TOUP of StumeetiwAugust ll. The dent Launge of Bibb Graves Hall
den% and church members enpersons
assume on Tuesday afternoon. July 30,
joyed a delicious picnic lunch at the duties of their respective of- from four until five o'clock.
Amiston Beach despite threaten- fices in September: Frances StripM ~ S SNorma Corley. Kellyton,
ing weather. The college students lin~pmident; Marvorene hale^, greeted the guests at the door and
appreciated this invitation and vice-president; Buddy Tredawa~.Miss Carolyn Triplett, Gadsden,
thoroughly enjoyed the fellowship secretary; Jackie Cobb, recreation with
honoree, was in the rewith other church members. Many chairman; M- L. Roberta. editor of ceiving line. Miss Mary Cobb,
audents requested that we ex- the Wesley
Paper; IVi1- Crossville, kept the bride's book.
tend, through the TEACOLA our lodean Parker. MOTIVE subscrip- Refreshments were sewed by
sincere thanks to the Methodist tion; and Mary Cobb~director of Misses Mary King and Eloise
Church for this courtesy.
WLley Foundation choir.
Thompson, Ft. Payne.

Class

Officer,
Give Dance
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To uMae*sw boy friends for
being such good sports.
TO the graduating seniors for
their perseverance.
ONIONS 'IQ:
T, all those. people who for
no good rapsofl didn't attend the
class ~ f f i c e r s 'Dance.

COGGIN-THRASHER

Miss Christine 'Oggins
Of Heflin and Mr. COYThrasher, Aeffin,
were united in marriage at six
o'clock, July 20.
The bride is the dAughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Coggin, Hefthe
]in, and has been a student
~
~
~ statek ~~~~h~~~
~
~co1lege since the faU quarter of 1945.
After a short wedding trip, she
r-r
ONIOo'clock, July
To Sara Hardegree for being
T, all those. people wrlu
The bride
..YYm-.R-no good raPsofl didn't attend the Mr. and ~ r s ~. o y dCoggin, HefSO friendly to everyone.
the
]in, and hPs been a student

are reAll thbse People
spondble for a successful school
year.
TO Sara Hardegree for being
so friendly to everyone.
TO Monsieur. Marty for immedfately becoming a part of the
jim ~ . - u ~ ~
a k cigarette,
~
ccllege.
T? Mias Dora Wood for being Ernest".
J

., ...,

bidding against you?"suppose was over the results, and he is now
contemplating selling his priteless silverware to finance manuA freshman' treading the
facture of the drug on a large
of Bibb Graves Hall, was looking
for Doc
The worried
m e r e was a great commotion in
dent slopped a man on the third
the English department recently
floor with this question:
when it was discovered that a be"Do you know Doc Gary?"
"Yes'; answered the tau man' ginning
of the eight
freshman
partscould
of speech
name four
h
"Do you know whether he has calvert,
a
statement
to. the
in
a class now?"
press, said that he felt that it was
"Yes."
the most encouraging discovery
"Well, is he there, now?"
made in hat department in over
"No", stated the bespectacled a century.
gentleman.
Dr. Jones has announced that,
you
me where I beginning with the fall quarter,
could find him?"
regular week-end trips to Paris
"Here", said Doc Gary.
will be possible. A Crescent Stages'
A loan broker had just had his' rocket ship is to be chartered for
those interested
mnking the
name printed on his office dmr. tripe
AS he stood admiring t 4 new
Rumors are circulating that Mrs.
lettefing a friend came in. NoticHendrix has purchsed
a new
ing the oddity of the fresh print- ‘‘elw~rinic"
can opener which is
ing* he
"Why A,
guaranteed forever. Scanty meals
ler? lRhy
can no b n p r r bp blamed on faulspelled out?"
boost
ty canto-the
openers.
morale
Thisdwas
the agirls
great
at
The embarrassed loan
"My first name is
Daugette Ha& as well as to Mrs.
Adam."
Rowan's poor homeless dogs.
Dr. Allison is in a jovial mood
Miss Luttrell, always stressing becauw
the State Department of
the virtue of honesty in her clan- EduePUan
h.s .
outlawed
es, asked a certain freshman gaththe pnetice of pmgrrrrive educaering to add a note at the end Of u0n in the schools of the state. He
a a a r t i c u l a r l ~hard exam, saying
has
a new course
that they had neither given nor
, next quarter-PsYCholo8y
of
received help. One student hand- l
Marsmen.
ed in a blank page on which was
History students have petitionwritten, "I have received no help
ed Dr. Pelgar to stop
texton this exam and the Lord knows bml. in
chsses.
HisI couldn't give any."
tory texts the size of Webster's
A
JSTC co-ed was 'OnUnabridged Dictionary are just q
bit too Wge to carry to class.
stant'' visiting a prominent
After a century of persistent eftor because Of her heart
forts the seniors have finally won
The tacfful physician assured his in their efforts to get graduating
Pretty Patient
that
final exshe had nothing to worry about, seniors exempt from
aminations!
but frequently that she had nothinti to worry about, but frequent'
visits were still forthcoming- One
Gordon Scott will be the guest
day in hopdess despair the doctor
~ held
~ the
l young
l
lady's
~
handa of Mr .and Mrs.J. W. Stephenson
from Thursday until Sunday. His
and told her gravely:
are invited to call by to
dear, you have no cause friends
she h-&f noth- -"""a"-"".
lng o worry about, but frequent '
visits were still forthcoming. One
Gordon Scott will be the guest
day in hopeless despair the doc-
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Mary Helen
A charming graduating senior,
Mary Helen Rollins, is our personality this issue. Mary Helen,
better known as “Spec,, in Daugette Hall, has brown hair, blue
a sparkling
eyes,
definitely
smile.
fineVivacious,
features, levand
ely, and studious, she
nearly
qz2aWies for the coveted title,
"The Perfect Co-ed". Blessed
a keen sense of humor and wit, she
is without doubt one of the most
popular cbllege women on t h
campus.
When Mary Helen came to ;acksonville to enter high school in
1942,.she probably didn't realize
that she was leaving
home in
Blakely, Georgia, for s m r a years.
~
But, that's what happened. She
made her home with her Aunt
Wlie and Uncle Ernest on Spring
Street and lived there until nine
months ago, whe she decided t~
try dormitory life before leaving
school. NOW, even after all these
months, Blakely and her dear girlhood friend, Annell, are 't forgotten, but college life hasPrequired mGrt of her time, and her trips
home have
inirequent.
Usually she has visiMd with her
mother, brother, and grandmother
only on holidays and special occasions, and even though she
missed them, she attributes much
of her success in her college work
to hey week-cnds on the
whem she has had the opllortunity
to enter into the social life out of
classes.
It is a genuine pleasure to review Mary Helen's college days.
Her academic record is far above
the average, and her personal development
been rem*kably
evident..As pr-eident of the senior
class, president of the French
Club, an officer in the International Relations Club, a regular
Student Council member, an active
church worker, and an honor student with Kappa Delta Pi memt v r u b i ~ r As
. ~ fir.esi'aefir of'sn@senlor
class, president
of the French
Club, an officer in the International Relations Club, a regular

Photograph by 0.R. Lovett
Rdins
for her
achievements
came when she was one of the college
chosen for who's
Wlp in American Universities and
colleges.
TO make people happy is Mary
in lih. She's been able
to Smile, too, even when faced
with the tragic death of her father
in Januar of this year and when
suffering a physical illness earlier
in her college career.

1

ele en'^

Z

Her outlook on life has been
enriched by ex%eriences which
have made her appreciate living,
and her ouhrlard expressions of
this appreciation have endearded
her to a host of friends. When one
hears her fondly of ''Miss Dora
and Uncle Piggy,,, Aunt Lillie,
Hursteen, and dozens of her other
kiends, one immediately debt.
the deep sincerity
which
speaks.
personality has one distinct
pecularity that she tries constant1~ to overcome, but she hasn't yet
had much sueem. And since she
can't se&m correct it, she,s
it a part of her personality and
has done such a remilrkable job
t h a t it,s seldom netieed. That
speelal peeuUarity is her
of
musical talent . . she can't sing a
tune. But she loves music, Bnd
on hand to hear
Chopin's and Bee:hovM>s cornPo.sitions Then music, reminds her
of poetry, and she might whisper
the stanza that begins "How do 1
love thee. . ."
Mary Helen will leave Jacksonville this week with a B. S. degree
and a n O t e b k full of plans. That
first item indicates a weI1-earned
vacation from school until school
w m again for her in Chattahoochee ~ i g hschool in Florida,
where she will teach English and
history this next year. Another
more study at a miPlan
~ u ~ n c' cfr l l 'n~ulf?azes a Well-'earn
vacation from school until scho
w m again for her in Chatt
hoo~hee High school in Flori
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Outstanding Frosh In Return Tennis
The BOY

I

Match Recently

Girl
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J64Y)WIN6 LAST GAME
.CfF 4mMON
The college softball team m&d
the season A W S ~ 2 with a win ,
over Rainbow Drive, Gad*,
his win, by a score of 11-4, gaga,
the local team a clean sweep 1

*.

The tennis team almost made a .
Ralph Jackson, a twenty-three"Now here-now
there" is a
year-old veteran, has been chosen phrase descriptive cd Betty Cox,. clean sweep of the return match
as our Outstanding Frosh for this who has been chosen as our typi- with Sylacauga, July 28, a t SYIFcal frosh for this month. A first- cauga, winning a? except one onemonth.
Ralph's home is in Lineville, quarter freshman, active in all of set match.
Levis Southern, No. 1 player of :
Alabama, where he graduated 1 t h e extra-curricular activities,
from high school in 1940. He play- Betty came to us from Ashville t h e couege team, was matched
ed guard on his high school foot- High School. While there, she against Jack Hagan. 'After Iosing
ban team and earned two letters belonged to the F. H.A. Club, Dra- the first get 4-6, h e came b$k .
niatIc Club, Bible Club; she was to win, ,the mat& by defeating
while a high school. athlete.
Ralph entered the Ordnance in class repcrter, worked in the Hagan 6-1, 8 4 . ~ o h nspurlock
three games from this team to
February. 1942, and was stationed principal's office, and was presi- defeated Dr. Ldangley 7-5, 4-6, 6-3.
.
.ake 8 five game series. One g a m
at Aberdeen Proving Grounds, dent of the Bet Club. And folks-- John T. Anington, p l q i n g a s ' ~ o . ,
was lost to Dwight, Here again,
Maryland. In March, 1942, he was on top of all this, she maintained 3 man on the team,. ,defeated
JSTC won a three game series by
transferred to the paratroopers an alf "A" average
Dickey Stonerdn two straight sets
Betty is only 17 years old, but 6 - 1 6-3. Men's doubles were not:
winning two other games. The ti?
and took his basic training in this
. .
. game was with Talladega July -S''
branch of service at Ft. Beming,, she has cultivated a good talent, played.
Katherine Shehane ' wm her .
Georgia. X e served wit$ the fam- that of m a k i ~ g friends. She is
ous lolot Airborne Division In friendly with everyone, although single's match agafnst Eloise Gore
Europe.
she has no use for people who 6-2, while Liilian m t h was 10sing to Molly Ogletree 6-3 for the
Balph eakned the E. T. 0.Rib- brag or "put on".
'
Abave is the softbsll team whfch tied one game and won fifteen d the ninteen games pliyed
Betty is an all-round co-ed. 6he couege team's 01319 loss fop the
ban with four battle stars; the
bWIGHT
Bronze Star, which he e m & in likes not only outdoor Sports like night- SheH?ne !!nd,mth teamed t , Wfb SCSLPO~.The team has dbne a ramarkable Job with aininfnm swport ond oredit for, their
Holhnd; the Combat lnfantry swimming and horse-lack ridmg, together. to' defegt the double's series of victories goes to ptayers and coach. feated Dwight's Mill, Gadsden,
Badge; the Distinguished Unit but also collecting pictures and combination df M o m Ogletree and
11wwood ,Gr&
The members of thls teaan w e John Spurlock. Marvin +thelady, J-o
Badge with one Cluster. He had as arranging flowers in artistic pat- Bet@ White 6-3,-6-0Shsrp, Tom Arrington, Claude Bennett ,and John ' ~ a m m o n d , first row: George Nancarro
his favorite pastimes while he was terns.
Not being used to playing on . Jesse Morton* Vtrnon Jones* Molwoe Reeves* Morris heeman and
in service "African Golf" and
Betty plans to major in English excellent all-weather courts and
seoctnd
"~wenty-One." He was discharged and Commerce. After grkduation under the lights. the t a m stayted
from the servrice in October, s945, she plans to be a secretary. w e rather slow; however, the players
as a buck sergeant.
know that Betty will really go quickly adjusted themselves to J ~ H NSpURLMK
S
~
S S O E ~ B A ~ ,BATTING
L
cal team was getting eleven hits
6
and playing heads-up bell to win.,
Ralph is taking a course in agri- far and we really envy the people the situatiog and qlayed a good ALL-STAT~TEAM
STATE 1WUBNEY
AVERAGB
Sharp led the team at bat by get- ,
cultural science here a t Jackson- she'll work with beaause we know brand of tennis.
.The college softball team has
ting t h e e hits in five trips to the
viIle and ~ a n to
s be a farm agent they'll have the best over.
Bcause of his superior playing been entered in the State S ~ i t b a l l Buck f ones maintained his aver- plate.
upon completion of college.
A F~ESdMANSAmE
and- hitting during the N c m t All- Tournamerrt to be held in Blrrn- ape of 1 7 1 while remaining i d l ~
wih
c*lege tru,
Ralph definitely has a weakState Semi-pro Baseball' 'L'ourna- inghnm ~ u g u s t24-26. At the pr+ to lead the softball team in bat- an dge in the series as it won thB
ness for brunettes. Don't build up A'J?FE-N:
me"t held at Bemiston, Alabama, sent' time no schedule for the ting. Chase, batting .470 ,in tho first game 9-8, but lost the set~ p Jukmn
h
+.
hopes, though, gids; he is a "tm-k" For Sale! Two pairs of good
Johnnie Spurlock, playing short- tournarrient' has 'been received. last five games, added eight
game in a wild scoring cbnman.
used shoes, size 10EBE See Mary
As freshmen looking ahead
stop for the lotal Profile team Sharp, regular catcher, d l be ip points to his average to replace t,t
Haywood, who dropped' to sixth
~
was selected for the All-State charge of the team.
Ralph's favorite s * n g s a r e Helen Rollins. She is moving back our future college r h r e e r ~ ' and
"Laughing On The Outside", "Sen- to Georgia.
place, in the number two spot.
graduation, we find that the road Baseball Team. He was invited to
timental ~ourney,''and "ae
More
Could it be that 'Carolyn Trip- looks long and rough.* Even now participate in the National TourHeath, who is batting .333, has
KAPPA DELTA PI
'RmT,
Tomorrow."
lett is in love? Every time the some of us r e d i e the problerhs nament to be held at Wichfta,
This cornhittee will argue any four h l ~ ,three of w ~ c hwere
(Cmtiaa
P w e bne)
This vet is tops and deserves the ward "Hand" is mentioned her and pitfalh .that a k sum t6 con- Kansas; but since the tournament question pro or con for students home Suns, The followibg list in education is found only in the unbest; to him we
the best.
face lights up like a neon s i m - front us dudnk the next three wili be held during test week, he cjr administration. ~ b i sservice is cludei~ thase players who have iversities of France.
.
more t& one
Mr. Marty said that the teplWe wonder why Frnnces Hor- years and more.
As- played every then of France were among the ,
HALL W I i m :
game. Sharp is the most loyal cilizens of the countny,
present their own problems or only other player who has parti- and they are anxious to imprcwe
Cox's class ring is.
criticisms to the proper persons. cipated in every game. He has their country through better elA n m i n a l fee will be charged for played in all except one inning. utati0n for their youth. In France,
'services rendered.
Player
H A ~ .as here, the teachers are setking
36 17 .472 higher. pay and better equipm;?nt
46 21 .456 and buildings. Mr. Marty said
49 21 437 that the Fwnch teacher
Spurlock
Posey
6l 26 :4261 ing a splendid job in spite
fact that the educationaI system
43
101
was badly disorganized during #p
20 :400
German
ocCupation of
35 14 4M1
ing hill-billy music.
and that teachers are
12
'333
The third flom
&voted to their pmfession
Sharp
a~\1
88 21 :317 ,
the library.
though at present eonditid
2
.-,
Miss Cora wasn't feeling happy
28
-lgO
as a t sixteen.
p%ter
his tW,Mr. M
32
Telephone calls were free.
swered questions of
3
.I87
16
a tube
Adams 0At the a d of 'the nee
I,
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a compIete sweep of the two game
Why is it that we don,t see school, an institution that is.con- series with Painbow Drive, GadsBarmy Newrnan didn't get tele- U H ~ ~around
~
M
any more, ~ ~ ~ tinually
k i ~growing
?
and to which you den, by winning the first game,
p b n e c?lls from Montevallo.
Could Hugh P ~ r n e rbe joking have given much Of your time played at Jacksonville July 25,
POS~Y
and Moncus weren't sing- when he says he has a trailer toward development and better- by a score of 9-4, and the second
ing hill-billy music.
merit. Your achievements
rented for this fall?
be game, played at Gadsden July 29,
The third floor was as quiet as
~
e
n
a
pearl,
tell
us
more
pbout
inspirations to most of. us to en- by a score of
In the first
'
the library.
Charles Calhoun. Look. good to 'Ourage
us to work harder*t0 make game Lovelady held Rainbow
x s s Cora wasn't feeling happy .,
a success of 'Our
h i v e to four hits. Morton and
as a t sixteen.
There is something behind that
You have also been inspiration Chase led the team a t bat by getTelephone calls were free.
"million dollar grin" of Charles in everyday campus life. you have' ting two hits in three official trips
A d a m owned a tube of
Mot1e)rk Could it be a blond or spoken
words nov( at the plate.
paste.
brunette?
and then when it seemed impbsThe second game featured the
Anyone in the place studied.
sible for us to make- the grade. fifie pitching of Sharp who, in
MR. DUNCAN
CAMPUS PEBSmJ&LITP
winning his first game of the sea(Continued from page three)
Nothing
a freshmarl
(Oontinu*
from page One)
when he helps
becomes
dissatiffed mare.
with Son, held the opposing team to
marks and sketches of R.lph Jack- 'eight years teaching and profes- school and thioks a
too two e s , and the heavy hitting
son, and its quite obvious that he ,sional experience. He was first hard for him than to have a senior of Heath who
three home runs
fits in this picture somewhere. This .cellist with the Northwestern Unl- say, u
~ as smart
~
as ~anybbdy,
'
and~ a single
~
in five official trips
last interesting itwill live us versity S g m p h o ~ Orchestra, a and
a litue more sturn. yo,, to the plate. Haywood and Spurjust cause to keep track of Mary member of the Birmingham Symlock also hit home runs. The team
pa,
that subject,,,
..
Helen after graduation. W e would phony Orchestra, and was busi.made a total of 22 hits, 18 runs,
Dot want to miss this important mas manager for the Birmingham
When YOU receive your degpes, and JIO errors. sharp, in holding
phase of her life; we've learned young people's symphony. He you will have finished s very im- Rainbow Drive to two hits, faced
to like them "together".
'Plays the oboe, clarinet, and Sam- portant Page in Your life history; only 22 batters, allowed only two
Mary Helen dances well. swims, phone.
you will also have helped us' to r u v e r s to reach first base and
adores picnics, baseball, football,
Mr. Duncan is a member of the be in a new page in ours. We allowed no runners to reach secand fishing; and she loves her ob- Methodist Church and is married. freshmen salute you!
'
ond' base.
noxious roommate, Hardegree. She
can take all of her talents and
love with her, but it seems that
Hardegree is destined to n3nain
-.
here, and the girls at Daugette
Hall are wondering just why Har?! .I - I * .degree can't go, too. If she's left,
she's going to be lonely and we
like the sight of loneliness. Our
quotation: Why do suoh perfect
roommates have to be separated?
Honestly, it's going to be sad?
Mary Helen, we join Hardegree
in saying that we're glad to have
,
known you, and our best wishes
go with you 1 .
always. Please
come again!
HI
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MNOUNCEWENT

..

The new Taylor Craft deluxe
airplane which was ordered for
flight training during the fall
quarter has arrived and will be
available to college students and
Jacksonville citizens who wish to
learn to fly through the college
aviation program. Members of the
Civil Air Patrol and aeronautics
class have already been given
their orientation flight in this
trim, comfortable, modern train-
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49 21 437 that the French teachers were do61 26 '426 ing a splendid job in spite of the

~nase
Spurlock
Posey

!*ennett
Haywood
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You LoveM-200.
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18 '401' fact that the ducational system
20 '400 was badly disorganized during the
35 14 :400 German occupation of the country
-333 and that teachers are very much
12
68 21 317 devoted to their profession, even
:200 though at present c o n d i t i o ~are
26
5 .I90
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After his talk, Mr. Marty an~16 ~ ~-187 swered questions of t H e group.
11 .180 At the end of the meeting punch
.125 and cookies were served.
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a Riddle?
,YOWank were a sword instead of
Be6t~-Harlan-"Togeth@"-35Q. Mary were a .shuck instead of a Gunn?
Polly-Jack-"It's
Fun':400.
Valeria were Eversharp instead
!a cobb?
shehane-~Obm-"rm
Gonna
Hollis were a bishop instead of of Parker?
S,
M~ B ~ ~ ~ P P - ~
~
~
John were a sentence Instead of
a Pope?
Martha L.-Lee,'Qughing
On
Mary Lou were a reptile instead a Word?
tk,e Outside,,-500.
Marie were a Dodge instead of
of a Byrd?
Ann-Johnny-,,Friendly,,550, Louse were solids instead of a Hodge?
Mary-Howard-"Taxi"-iX@.
waters?
( Betty were a box instead of a
Ellis~Boorer-L~.Ain,t MisbehavMorlls were a prisoner instwd Cox?
,ngsa400
a Freeman?
Locklyn were a cupboard inMcGee-Boulemet-"lt's
Been a . Jimmy were black instead of stead of a Hubbard?
Long, Long Time'-600.
White?
Aaron were a foot instead of a
C l e o - B u d d i h u W a i t i ~for the
A,
wayne were sisters in- Hand?
Train to Come In"-800,
'stead of Brothers?
Grafbon were dull instead of
Rollins-Jackson-"Don't
Be a
Herbert were dark instead of
Baby, Baby"-800.
Light?
Jean were hardwmd instead of
Waters-Grunn-"Homefolks" - Euell were a joke instead of
- - .
850.
'Dilbeck-Smith-"Always
-850
Hor'on-Bennett-Take
Me Out

1
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We Serve LILY PURE ICE CREAM
q ~ r b a r h - C l a ~ n c e - ' q o u l d Be"
-900.
Bailey-Jchnson -"Miss Lou"950.
I-Iubbard-Freeman-"Talk 94 the

At All Tim-

own"--950. '

VETS' B-UF,

Under New Management

(Continued from page one)
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The Teacola Staff

Norman Parker

LADY DUFF AND ANN REVER
*

EAT AT THE

*

ELINOR GOWNS

$2.70
and up

RAYON PAJAMAS

Southern
Mr. and Mrs. Dada Cole, Prop.
101 Son& Pelham Rd.

-

Specialize in Short Orders

New Fall Sweaters
Come in and get yours

Restaurant
SPECIAL DINNERS
SHORT ORDER8

LOUISE TREADAWAY
Proprietor

--u-1-I1I

SPECIAL DINNERS

$4.50 and $5.45
LuGGAGE;V'IGRT KITS AND SUIT CASES-AT POPULAR PRICES
FOR MEN ,
SPORT COATS
$18.50 to $21.00

SLACKS AND TROUSERS

SHIRTS, TIES, SOCKS, BELTS, AND SUSPENDERS, HANDKERCHIEFS,
15 to 65 cents
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